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General Instructions:

 Answers to questions carrying 1 mark, may be from one word to one sentence.

 Answers to questions carrying 3 marks, may be from 50 to 75 words.

 Answers to questions carrying 4-5 marks, may be about 120 words.

 Answers to questions carrying 6 marks in 200 words.

 Attempt all parts of a question together.

Q 1. How does management help in achieving personal objectives? State. (1)

Q 2. Distinguish between 'Unity of Command' and 'Unity of Direction' principles of
management on the basis of 'aim'. (1)

Q 3.Why is it said that 'Business environment is a relative concept'? (1)

Q 4. Name the type of plan that does not allow for any flexibility or discretion. (1)

Q 5.What is the primary object of Financial Management? (1)

Q 6. Pragya bought an iron of a reputed brand for Rs.1,500 but it caused an electric shock
while it was being used. Pragya wants to exercise her right. Identify the Right under which
she can be protected. (1)

Q 7.Alliance Ltd. is engaged in manufacturing plastic buckets . The objective of the company
is to manufacture 100 buckets per day. To achieve this, the efforts of all departments are
coordinated and interlinked and authority responsibility relationship is established among
various job positions. There is clarity on who is to report to whom. Name the function of
management discussed here. (1)

Q 8. Aggarwal Sweets is renowned name for quality sweets since many years. Harish, the
owner of Aggarwal sweets was worried as the sales had declined during the last three
months. When he enquired from the sales manager, the sales manager reported that there
were some complaints about quality of sweets. Therefore Harish ordered for sample
checking of sweets. Identify the step taken by Harish that is related to one of the functions
of management. (1)

Q 9. Beni, after completing her MBA, took up a job with a multinational company named
'Fortio'. The company was paying good salary and perks to its employees. The wages were
within the paying capacity of the company that provided the employees a reasonable



standard of living. The company also had a good work-culture and the behaviour of
superiors was very good towards their subordinates . Beni was very happy in this
organisation, but due to long working hours she did not have time to cook her meal. She had
to depend upon outside food, which was deteriorating her health.

She observed that this problem was faced by many other employees, not only in her
company but also in many other companies. This was because of increase in number of
working women and non availability of hygienic home-cooked food. She identified this as a
great opportunity and decided to give up her job to supply packaged home cooked food to
office goers at a reasonable price. At the end of the day she was also distributing the left-
over food in the nearby night-shelters.

i. State the dimension of business environment being followed by ‘Fortio’.

ii. State the principle of management being followed by ‘ Fortio’.

iii. Identify any two values being communicated by Beni to the society in the above case. (3)

Q 10.What is meant by capital structure? State any two factors which affect the capital
structure of a company. (3)

Q 11. PK Ltd. is a large company engaged in assembling of air conditioners. Recently
the company had conducted the Time and Motion Study and concluded that on an average
a worker can assemble ten air conditioners in a day. The target volume of the company in a
day is assembling of 1,000 units of air conditioners .The company is providing attractive
allowances to reduce labour turnover and absenteeism. All the workers are happy. Even
then the assembly of air conditioners per day is 800 units only. To find out the reason the
company compared the actual performance of each worker and observed through C.C.T.V
that some of the workers were busy in gossiping.

State those steps in the process of the function identified which are discussed in the above
paragraph. (3)

Q 12. Explain how principles of management:

a) Provide useful insight into reality
b) Help in thoughtful decision making (3)

Q 13. Define NGOs. Name any two NGOs engaged in promoting consumers interests. State
any two functions of NGOs engaged in promoting consumers interests. (3)

Q 14. 'Make in India' is an initiative of Government of India launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to encourage companies to manufacture products in India. Because of it,

India is becoming an attractive investing destination. Identify and explain the dimension

of business environment created in the country. (4)
Q 15. Samir Gupta started a telecommunication company, 'Sargam Ltd.' to manufacture
economical mobile phones for the Indian rural market with 15 employees. The company did
very well in its initial years. As the product was good and marketed well, the demand of its
products went up. To increase production, the company decided to recruit additional
employees. Samir Gupta, who was earlier taking all decisions for the company, had to
selectively disperse the authority. He believed that subordinates are competent, capable and
resourceful and can assume responsibility for effective implementation of their decisions.



This proved to be correct and the company was not only able to increase its production but it
also expanded its product range.

a) Identify the concept used by Samir Gupta through which he was able to steer
his company to greater heights.

b) Also explain any three points of importance of this concept. (4)

Q 16. “Planning means a process of determining what is to be done and of devising
procedure, method and time table to do it.” State any four features of Planning. (4)

Q 17.Karan was the manager of Peerless Ltd. He noticed that changes were taking place in
the market. The company results might be in danger. He started adopting changes in its
product design and started producing goods as per the taste and preference of consumers
and he got support of all workers also. He did every thing which he could do.

a) Identify the characteristic of management highlighted in the above para.
b)Write any two benefits of taking these changes in the business. (4)

Q 18.Identify the type of plan in the following statement:

a) They are the ends which the organisation wants to achieve by its operations.
b) Girls will be given a rebate of 5% cut off for admission in the college.
c) It facilitates comparison of actual results with the planned results.
d) Library will issue at one time only 4 books for 15 days. (4)

Q 19. Mr. Damodar bought olive oil from Global Departmental Store and took the cash
memo of Rs.500/- which he had paid to them. Later on, he found that MRP on olive oil was
Rs.425/- only but the shopkeeper had put a sticker of Rs.500/- on the original price.

a. State in brief the consumer right violated in above case.
b. Is Mr. Dixit a responsible customer? Give reason.
c. Can Mr. Dixit recover the extra money he paid? (4)

Q 20. (i) Name and explain the principle of management which requires judicious application
of penalties by the management.

(ii) Name and explain the technique of scientific management which helps in establishing
interchangeability of manufactured parts and products. (5)

Q 21.Differentiate between formal and informal organisation on the basis of :

a) Origin
b) Authority
c) Behaviour
d) flow of communication
e) Nature (5)

Q 22.'Planning and controlling are inseparable twins of management'. How? (5)

Q 23. Ajay and Vijay are childhood friends. Vijay had lost his right hand in an accident in
childhood. They meet after a long time in a restaurant. On being asked, Vijay tells Ajay that
he feels very discontented in managing his family business after his father's death as it
doesn't matches with his areas of interest. Ajay knows that Vijay possess extraordinary skills
in management although he hasn't acquired any professional degree in management.



Therefore, he asks Vijay to wind up his business in India and join him in his hotel business in
Dubai as an Assistant Manager in Sales and Marketing Division.

In context of the above case:

a) Can Vijay be deployed at the post of Assistant Manager in Sales and Marketing
Division though he hasn't acquired any professional degree in management?
Explain by giving suitable justifications in support of your answer.

b) List any two values that are reflected in this act of Ajay. (6)

Q 24. XYZ ltd., a footwear manufacturing company decided to close down its customer care
service cell in Chandigarh because of adverse business environment . However it also want
to expand its services at Gurugram centre. The company needed 200 additional trained
employees at Gurugram centre. The top management of the company based its decision
on stability provided by new government, positive attitude of newly elected representatives in
government, strengthening of dollar, no drastic change in tax rates in next financial year, etc.

The top management identified that they could shift employees from Chandigarh to
Gurugram , hire new candidate directly from universities or contact a human resource
agency.

a) Which function of management was performed by the top management?
b) Identify the steps of the function which have already been performed by quoting the

lines from the above case.
c) State two other steps followed by the above to be taken by the top management. (6)

Q 25. ' Abhishek Ltd.' is manufacturing cotton clothes. It has been consistently earning good
profits for many years. This year too, it has been able to generate enough profits. There is
availability of enough cash in the company and good prospects for growth in future. It is a
well managed organisation and believes in quality, equal employment opportunities and
good remuneration practices. It has many shareholders who prefer to receive a regular
income from their investments.

It has taken a loan of Rs.50 lakhs from I.C.I.C.I bank and is bound by certain restrictions on
the payment of dividend according to the terms of the loan agreement.

The above discussion about the company leads to various factors which decide how much
of the profits should be retained and how much has to be distributed by the company.

Quoting the lines from the above discussion, identify and explain any four such factors. (6)


